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Sue Baker Kenton, Pharaoh. Etching, 2013 

 

Despite the weathers best attempts to promote hibernation it has been a busy few months at 

LPW. 

The fast approaching deadline and launch event for the Film&Print collaboration with LPW 

printmakers and the Phoenix’s SevenFive Group has thrust this project to the fore.  

The gathering in early March was an opportunity to meet up with the participants and to hear 

how their collaborations and project ideas were evolving. The ideas and types of work being 

produced are truly diverse and offer a fabulous insight into the practice and process of the 

different artists involved. The films and accompanying exhibition will be exciting to see. 

For my part I’ve spent many hours printing and reprinting the large steel plates that are to 

form the basis of Clare’s film. Thirty four proofs in total - each a variation or progression. It 

was thought provoking to be proofing images that you knew were ‘faulty’ and would not 

normally proof until they were reworked or resolved in some way and also to see the 

evolution of the images in minutiae. 

This process emphasised how important it is, to me, that the first recording of my idea onto 

the plate is really honed. One of the two images was troublesome from the outset and 

despite radical reworking, including heavy burnishing, re-biting and overlaying a dry point 

plate, I never fully recovered the image. I am currently now reworking the plate again for 

exhibition (if it’s lucky!) 

The recent LPW studio talk Photo Process into Print by Nick Mobbs and Serena Smith was an 

insightful and thought provoking evening providing brain food both practical and conceptual. 

It’s always interesting to hear details of people’s creative journeys and the stories behind the 

work they are driven to make.  

April brought with it my Aquatint workshop at LPW which necessitated looking at some 

wonderful prints made by artists using Lift Grounds and Spit Bite - so thank you to Picasso, 

Pete Doig, Anish Kapoor, Ian McKeever, Norman Ackroyd and Google images.  

http://www.leicesterprintworkshop.com/artists/nick_mobbs/
http://www.leicesterprintworkshop.com/artists/serena_smith/


My work in the studio over the next two months will be focussed on three large ‘Head’ 

etchings and on the series of small etchings Gino Ballantyne and myself are producing for the 

preview Practical Dialogue exhibition at Eleven Gallery, Hull in late June.  

Sue Baker Kenton is running an etching course – Tone & Texture here at Leicester Print 

Workshop on Sunday 30th June. This course is suitable for those with prior etching 

experience; you will explore the use of more expressive resists, marbling, textures and bite 

times. You will also look at recovering plates, specifically burnishing errors and re-biting the 

line and tone. Participants are free to rework existing plates or to produce new ones. 

 

Sue Baker Kenton, Head XXIV & Head XX111, Etchings, 2013 

http://www.leicesterprintworkshop.com/courses/etching_day_two_-_tone_texture/

